Assessment of geometric treatment accuracy using time-lapse display of electronic portal images.
During the past two years, several electronic portal imaging systems have been introduced to the market by therapy accelerator manufacturers and other vendors. While these systems differ substantially in their detection technology, they are all capable of displaying portal images on a video screen in near real-time, and of creating multiple static (or "movie") images during each treatment. Major questions confront the users of such systems as to the best utilization of this wealth of information, and to its value in comparison to traditional weekly portal film methods. Using an "in-house" video based system, a new technique was established to aid in the assessment of on-line images so that immediate "go/no-go" decisions can be made by the therapy technologist. A video "movie-loop" is displayed which consists of the static image of the initial (approved) set-up, and the current treatment image. Multiple images of successive treatments can also be viewed in this "time-lapse" display mode to provide a quick visual means for review of an entire course of therapy. The on-line imaging system hardware is composed of a combination copper-plate/fluorescent-screen detector, a front surface mirror angled at 45 degrees to remove the camera from the direct radiation beam, and a high sensitivity SIT video camera. This assembly is attached to a rigid base and mounted directly to the isocentric gantry. The geometry is fixed to within +/- 1 mm and assures the precise day-to-day reproducibility which is necessary for the success of the time-lapse display technique. Experience with this technique shows it to enhance the user's ability to notice small changes in patient's position with respect to the radiation field. Radiation treatment sites reviewed using this procedure were Hodgkin's (mantle), Lung, Brain and extremities. Shifts in patient position on the order of several millimeters were readily detectable, as will be demonstrated in this paper. Somewhat surprisingly, grosser movements (greater than 1 cm) were also noted despite overall technical excellence as assessed by weekly portal filming. The eye senses day-to-day movement with greater ease when the fields are seen in time-lapse display than when compared as discrete portal images. Ultimately, persistent movement appreciated on the time-lapse display can suggest the need for a change in patient set-up or immobilization technique.